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Decision re: iest Drilling Service Co.; by Robert F. Keller,
renuty Comptryller General.

Issue Area: Federal Procurement of Goods dnd Services (1900).
Contact: office of the General Counsel: Procurement Law II.
Budget function- National Defense: Department of Defenne -

2rocurecent 6 Contracts (058).
organization Concerned: Department of the Army: Corps of

Engineers.
Authority: 52 Coup. Gen. 389. 55 oup. Gen. 1362. 39 Coup. Gen.

2Q9. E-181r8 (1974). 8-183155 (1975). B-181042 (1974).
E-17620t (1> 2). E-le7338 (1977). B-185712 (1976).

The protester objected to the rejection of its bid as
nonresponsine. Ihe agency's specifications prohibiting the use
of certain well casings was reasotable because it was based on
previous adverse experience and the prohibition was a material
requirement of the invitation for bids. Information submitted
with the bid in respcnse to the "method of operation" provision
was considered to qualify the bid even though the provision was
intended to ottain data for the purpose of determining bidder
reuponsibility. (Author/SC)
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.3 8FILE: 3-189682 DATE: Septber 15, 1977

MATTER OF: Test Drilling Service Co.

DIGEST:

1. Although certain well casintts used 1 construction
of dame did not become part of end i a, agency's
specifications prohibiting use of suci well casings
was reasonab.e when based on previous adverse experi-
ence and the prohibition was material requirement
of IFS.

2. Where information submitted with bid in response to
"method of operation" provision indicates proposed
use of equipment ur material prohibited by IFBS
bidder, in effect, has qualified bid even though
"method of operation provision was intended to
obtain data for purpose of determining bidder
responsibility.

Test Drilling Servico Company (Test Drilling) protests
the award of a contract to anyone other than itself under
invitation for bids (IFB) No. DACW .38-77-3-0064 which yas
issued by tixe Corp. of Engineers, U.S. Army (Army). Test
Drilling contends that it.is; the low, responsive and raspon-
siblr bidder and that the Army was in error in rejecting
its bid as nonresponsive.

The procurement was restricted to small businesses
and called for bids for the construction of 136 relief
wells at the Granada Dam in kississippi. Paragraph 2-5.4
of the specifications provided as follows:

"2-5.4 Well Casing Length and Diameter. All
open-end wall casing used in the construction
of this well system shall be furnished by the
Contractor and shall remain the property of
the Contractor. The casing shall be made up
in one continuous piece with an outside diameter
of 18 inches and a minimum wall thickness of
I/Z inch. The casing shall be straight anti
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true and withstand driving to the required
depthb. The use of spiral-weld casing vill
not be allowed."

Where the IFE required the lidder to submit its "method of
operations", Test Drilling inserted the following para-
grapl:

"Casing will be driven continuously without
voluntary interruption until required depth
is attained. Temporary casing will be 18-in.
and 20-in. X 0.375-in. wall spiral-weld or
seamless steel pipe with reinforcing rings
top and bottom as recommended by LB 1'ostet.
Co."1 

During a pre-tward survey of Test Drilling after the
bid opening, the Army concluded that Test Drilling's pro-
poi d use of 0.375 spiral weld or seamless sthel pipe
witn an outside diameter of 38 and 20 inches was a
material deviation from the specifications which required
0.50 inch pipe wit-h an outside diameter of 18 inches and
which specifically prohibited the use of spiral weld
casings. On July 11, 1977, the Army sent Test Drilling
a no:ice of bid rejection due to nonresponsiveness and
on the same date'awarded a contract to the next low
bidder. Test Drilling protested to this Office on July 22,
1977 on the grounds that the deviations related to the
responcibiliLy of the bidder and not to the responsiv'eneos
of the bid. A notice to iroceed with. the work was sent to
the nent low bidder on August 3, 1977 due to the urgency
of the pjoject.

Test Drilling asserts that even if the "method of
operation" ptivision were construed as r2lating to respon-
siveness, the variance in the information 'submitted is
not material and may not properly be the basis for reject-
ing its bids. Test Drilling states that the difference
in the cost of the 0.50 inch casing and the 0.375 inch
casing amounts to about twc hundred dollars which is much
less than the difference between its price and that of the
next highest bidder. Thus, it states that the error does
not go to the substance of the bid in terms of price,
quality, quantity ox delivery and that correction of the
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error would not prejueicm the rights of the next highest
btddar. Although Test Drilling also ,tates that it made
it cleric. ' error in referr!ng to casings of 0.375 inch
thickness the Army auserts that Test Drilling, when
given the opportunity, was unable to prove by reliable
evidence that sue, a mistiake occurred. In any eveat, if
the bid munc be viewed an nonresponsive It could not
corrected to become responsive.

Test Drilling asserts that the IFB solicited bids
for the construction of the relief wells and rot for
the purpose of acquiririg equipment as such or of requ:_ Ing
the contractor to adhare to a rigid method of operat'oru
which allow no deviations. Test Drilling points out
that the well casings do not become part of the end
product delivered under the contract but are used and
removed during the construction. It concedes that the
agency has a legitimate interest in nasuring that the
specifications are met but states that it cannot properly
require a contractor to utilize only one method of per-
formance in meeLing the rpecifications, citing Nation-
wide Building Maintenance, Inc., 52 Conm. Gen. 389 (1972).

We agree that the rewovablu well casings were nor
part of the deliverable end item but we do-not agree
that the agency is precluded from specifying thb type
and dimensions of the well casings if it has a reasonable
basis for so doing. While. we consider the Nationwide
case applicable in the instant case to the extent that
the "method of operations"' ptudision is required to 'hot:
bidder responsibility, we believe it is not relevant to
the question as to what an agency can require in .ets
basic specifications. it is well settled that Che deter-
mination of the needs and the methods of accommodating
them are properly the responsibility of the contracting
agencies which ats best able to draft appropriate speci-
fications. ?'aremont Corporation, 55 Comp. Gen. 1362,
(1976), 76-2 CPD 181. It is proper for an agency to
determine its needs based on its actual experience,
engineering analysis, logic or similar rational basis.
Bowers Reporting Coypanv, B-185712, August 10, 1976,
76-2 CPD 144. Though the specifications must be drawn so
as to maximize competition, this Office will not substi-
tute its judgment for that of the contracting agency unless
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it is shown by clear and convincing evidence that the
agency's judgment is in error and that a contract avardad
o0: the basis of such specifications would,by unduly
restricting competition, be In violation of lay. Ks-
stone Dicsal Enine Company, Inc., 3-187338, February 23,
1977, 77-1 CPD 128.

The Army states that it experienced difficulties with
well casings an a recent similar project and that i':
deliberately drafted the speciflcationn for this prtject
with a view toward avoiding a repetition of such problems
with their delays and additional costs. During the pre-
vious project, spiral Held wall casings had failed at
the seams and dome fatigue was found in the easings which
were thinner than 0.50 inch. The use of 18 inch diameter
wall casings was specified to avoid difficulty in drawing
and extracting. The Army states that the use of 20 inch
diameter casing would require larger volumes of iti er
material and modification to the centralizers used in
the installation of each well, both of which will be fur-
nished by the Government. We believe that the Army's
adverse prior experience with the well casings prohibited
in this IFB provided a reasonable basis for such proaibi-
tlion and that the prohibition constituted a material
requirement of the IFB.

Test Dr. Ling further contends that the "methnd of
operation" provision in the IF3, when construed in the
light of previous decisions of this -Jffice, relates.to
the responsibility of the-bidder cnd not to the respon-
siveness of the bid. It states that thA provision does
not relate to the bidder's legal obligation to, perform
in accordance with the terms of the contract but to its
capacity and ability to perform. Test Drillinj asserts
that a failure to submit such data does not render the
bid nonresponsive and that the bidder's responsibility
unlike the bid's responsiveness, can be determined on
the basis of information submitted after bid opening.

There is no indication in the IFB as to the purpose un
7 necessity of the "method of operations" provision. it

provides only 2 1/2 inches of space and states that if
sketches are attached, it should be so stated. Hcwever,
the contracting officer's statement in response to this
protest concedes that the provision was included as an
aid to the determination of responsibility. This Office
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haa frequently held that information required for the
determin.ciorn of responsibility may be submitted after
bid opening. 39 Coup. fen. '41 (1959). Th..d, it cppears
clear that _f Test Drilling .ad left blank che "method
of operations" space, it wcald have been responsive and
any informgcioxx required could have been submitted after
bid opening.

Test DriVl.tng did not, however, leave blank the
"method of operations" space but inserted information
Indicating the intended use of well casings prohibited in
the basic specifications. The Army contends that this
conditioned the bid and provided Test Drilling with the
option of complying or not ccmplyinig with the specifica-
tion. As qualified, Test Drilling's bid did not consti-
tute en unequivocal offer to perform as specified which
could be accepted without clarification from the bidder.
The Acmy further contends that clear language inserted
in she "method of operations" provision when road with
the confliccing requirement of the specification Jendered
the entire bid ambiguous ars nonresponsive. In essence,
it contendm that the "method of operations" provision,
which was included for responsibility purposes, can
aiect the responsiveness of a bid if the information
inserted therein conflicts with the clear requirements
of the specifications.

In our opinion, a bldde: cannot be permittcd, under
the cover of a "method of operations" provision, to
insert informntion in conflict with the specifications with-
r,:t the risk of having its bid declared nonresponsive.
M!a purpose of the provision in this IFB was 'o determine
how the bidder proposed to perform the work within the
specifications. It was not intended to permit the bidder
to chairge the specifications. Test Drilling cites the
following cases to support its porition that Information
submitted for purposes of determining resj onsibility can-
not be used to determine if a bid is responsive. BOW
Industries. XIn''orporatcd,.'.-181828. December 12, 1974,
74,2; CPD 330; Western Waterproofing Companyr4Inc.,
B-182155, May 20, 1975, 75-1 CPD 306; Starr Electric
Company, B-181042, August 2, 1974, 74-2 CPD 75; Nation-
wide Building Maintenance, Inc., B-176206, December 21,
1972. The information submitted in these cases, however,
did not conflict with the specifications and did not
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Involve an attempt to ;see data requested for the dater-
mination of responsibility as a means of modifying the
specifications.

Accordingly, this protest in denied.

Deputy coiper b e Se41'rd
Coupto 11 nerdl

of the United States
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